
Podcast Mini-Series: Tom Dooley by Melissa Codd

An Introduction to Tom Dooley: A Murder Ballad

Welcome to the first installment of a podcast mini series on the American folk song, “Tom 
Dooley.” Throughout the series we will explore how an oral tabloid turned into one of the most 
popular songs in 1958 by examining its story, recording history, and popular appeal. Along the 
way several complexities and tensions of the America folk tradition will be uncovered as the 
song’s relationship with the burgeoning music industry, authenticity, and humor will be 
discussed. 

Play: Tom Dooley melodic excerpt.

Who is Tom Dooley?

Born in 1844, in Wiles County, North Carolina, Tom Dooley was an Confederate solider who 
returned home after the Civil War to find himself in a love triangle than ended with murder. He 
was soon accused and condemned for the murder of Laura Foster. 

The murder and Dooley’s fate generated local buzz worthy news as it circulated through oral 
transmission in the surrounding areas of North Carolina and Tennessee.

Play: Excerpt

In late 19th century, local news often circulated as oral tabloids due to non- or semi-literate 
communities and the scarcity of printed news. Many sat on their porches, worked in fields, and 
socialized in parlors to hear news recited as musical performances.

Similar to the oral transmission of ballads in Europe, America transformed the musical gossip 
practice in its own context in rural and isolated mountainous regions such as Appalachia. The 
practice of circulating news of deaths and murders gave birth the tradition of murder ballads. 

The murder ballad catches listeners attentions with thrilling and often gory details and keeps 
them interested as it provides a moral lesson. Frequently, the song outdid the actual event as it 
generated more interest. 

Play: “Hang your head Tom Dooley, Hang.. and cry”

While oral transmission of the tabloids and resulting ballads caused details to obscured and at 
times often completely lost, Tom Dooley survived through the catchiness of its tune and the 
preservation of recording technology. Now that you know the story, stay tune for the next 
installment where some of the first recordings by performers with personal connections to the 
story are explored!



Is it Authentic?: Personal + Musical Connections to a Murderer

Welcome to the second installment of a mini-series on the American folksong, “Tom Dooley.” 
This installment will travel through three recordings of the song by performers who had personal 
connections to the tragic murder and death of the Tom Dooley story. 

Play: GB Grayson

The fiddling, nasal vocal performance and rhythmic guitar by GB Grayson and Henry Whitter 
proved to be a popular combination as it garnered success and went on to form early country 
and bluegrass styles. 

The style would give birth to the hardcore country sound which included fiddling and nasally 
male voices that was often deemed more authentic as it seemed to be an outpouring of raw 
emotion.

The authenticity of the duo’s performance is strong as Grayson had a personal connection. His 
uncle was the Colonel James WM Grayson who capture Dooely. 
 
G.B Grayon was born in Ashe county, North Carolina in 1887. Near blind since childhood, he 
was able to make a living through fiddling and singing wherever he could. In 1927, at a fiddler's 
convention, Grayson met guitar and harmonica player Henry Whitter.

Grayson & Whitter became well-known locally and were soon discovered by talent scout and 
recording company executive Ralph Peer. The recording of the song produced at a 1929 
session for Peer in Memphis created a physical commodity to capitalize on. 

Peer saw a regional market for the duo and pressed the record to  sell roughly 4,000 copies 
throughout the south. The recording did much to keep the legend of Tom Dooley alive yet was 
not widely circulated enough to breakout of its regionalism.

Play: Frank Profitt

The slightly less nasally recording with banjo accompaniment of Frank Profitt was recorded in 
1938 by folklorists Anne and Frank Warner. Unlike the Grayson recording which was pressed for  
a regional market, the Warners were on a mission to record and preserve the folk music of rural 
and isolated areas in Appalachia.

Unsurprisingly the 1929 recording of Grayson and Whitter was unknown to them, so when they 
heard Profitt’s performance and how his grandmother had lived in Wilkes County and had 
known both Tom Dula and Laura Foster they were convinced they found a pure and true folk. 

 Profit also adds witty modification to the song…

Play: Profitt 2:08-12ish

Frank Warner, also a capable performer, utilized the song and in a 1963 "Sing Out" magazine 
article he said: "I used 'Tom Dooley' in every lecture and program, telling the story of Tom--and 
of Frank Proffitt--and singing my own modifications of Frank's version, having taken the essence 



of the story and… —over many years—having reshaped the melody line to fit my own feelings 
about the song.”

These modifications can be considered valid and sincere to its contexts. The song had already 
been through multiple variants and performers. This was just one more arrangement that could 
be added to the books. And indeed it was. Warner taught the song to his friend Alan Lomax who 
included it in his 1947 book, Folk Song U.S.A.

These sources would later influence the the recording by the Kingston Trio which garner 
immense success and broke out into the mainstream. As a result Doc Watson recorded his 
version…

Play: Doc Watson

A rollicking rendition of “Tom Dooley” performed by Doc Watson features a swooping harmonica 
and driven vocals that avoids stopping for breaths. 

Although Doc Watson’s version was released in 1964, it still has a personal connection as his 
grandmother was supposedly present at Ann Melton’s death bed as she confessed to the 
murder of Laura Foster.

The tune is unique in that is claims Tom was innocent of any crime, and condemned to hang 
only because someone was determined to persecute him. Just who that someone was, Watson 
declined to say. 

According to Watson, ”Many people think that the original version, which I learned from my 
grandmother, has such a lilting, happy-sounding tune because the composer had tried his best  
to get a little of Tom Dooley's personality as a fiddler into the song”

Play: Doc Watson ending?

The three recordings explored in this installment have displayed personal connections to the 
story of Tom Dooley. However each performer utilized the personal connection to the story in 
diverging ways. Grayson was a professional musician who encounter the highly influential 
record executive, Ralph Peer on a mission to profit from a regional market Thus a commodity 
was pressed. While Profitt encounter folk song collectors on an education mission to 
disseminate and thus preserve tradition. Finally, Doc Watson’s recording was a response to the 
highly commercial and polished recording of the Kingston Trio. 

Thus authenticity of folk song performance is at times personal yet is also affected by its 
mission whether is be regional commercialism, folk education, or a response to a supposedly 
inauthentic and mainstream recording. As a result authenticity in folk music can be usefully 
examined in a comparative study as we have encounter in this installment. 

In the next installment on this mini-podcast series, the immensely successful recording by the  
Kingston Trio will be explored to examine the how it entered the mainstream, ignited the folk 
revival, and how its style sparked many debates.



Entering the Mainstream: Igniting the Folk Revival

Welcome to the third installment of a mini-podcast series on the American folk song, “Tom 
Dooley.” This installment will explore the 1958 Kingston Trio hit of “Tom Dooley” and examine its 
position and tension as it entered the mainstream, ignited the late 50s and early 60s folk revival, 
and combined a folk song with smooth and polish popular style.

Play: Kingston Trio - Tom Dooley (Introduction)

“Throughout history there have been many songs written on the eternal triangle 
This next one tells the story of a Mr. Grayson, a beautiful woman, and a condemned 
man named Tom Dooley
When the sunrises tomorrow Tom Dooley must hang”

Who was Tom Dooley and why was he condemned? 

Before the 1958, many Americans outside of North Carolina or Tennessee would not be able to 
tell you until The Kingston Trio’s recording firmly cemented the story and song of Tom Dooley 
into the American collective imagination. After the hit charted at #1, several books, movies, 
parodies, and other recordings hopped onto the Dooley bandwagon.

Folk music had be dormant in the mainstream every since The Weavers were blacklisted for 
their communist leanings in the late 1940s. Their last hit was their rendition of Leadbelly’s 
“Goodnight Irene.” However folk music was able to make its comeback through the wholesome 
trio that got a whole generation of college students to start singing folk songs and other original 
songs convinced as such as they incorporated watered-down versions of the folk ethos into their 
sensibility.

According to the Kingston Trio Website: 
In 1957 America was ready for a new style of music. Just out of college, Nick Reynolds, 
Bob Shane and Dave Guard took dormant folk music and gave it a lampoon-ish twist 
irresistible to the nouveau ivy league crowd. The irony of sophisticated satirical lyrics 
with back hills instrumentation was not lost on the burgeoning collegiate crowd. The 
Kingston phenomenon kindled a flame on campus that blew into a wild fire from coast to 
coast and beyond. The music was rooted in American popular culture but performed with 
a rustic refreshing style that now seems timeless. Like the Beatles, the Kingston Trio 
created a new national audience for their new style of music, causing a ripple effect on 
the entire music industry.”

Play: Excerpt from Tom Dooley

The sparse 16 line song and the sheer economy this forces on its bare-bones tale guarantees 
that the record will raise many more questions than it answers. Thus critics argued that it 
stripped the song from its origins of Appalachian culture and style. 



The vast majority who experienced folk music in the 1960s did not hear genuinely traditional folk 
expression. Instead, they enjoyed commercial arrangements of a repertoire derived from folk 
sources, and newly composed songs characterized, often for economic reasons, as folk songs. 

The Kingston Trio’s highly polished, well-honed and easy-on-the-ears sound and imagine as 
clean-cut collegiate entertainers, successfully merged folk sources with popular sensibilities as it 
embodies the perfect expression of the commodification of folk culture.

Play: excerpt from Tom Dooley

Unlike the radical folk tradition of the 1930s and the communist learning in the 1940s, the pop 
infused folk sensibility of the Kingston Trio was an unthreatening appetizer for any American as 
well as global listener. 

According to Warren Bareiss, the trio’s middlebrow knowingness also played a key role. Using 
their middlebrow knowingness, they were able to pave a path between the Cold War 
conservatism and the counterculture movement rooted in 1960s San Francisco. Thus they used 
a leftist culture in a safe, acceptable way for the increasingly popular consumer America. 

They tapped in the consciousness of many youths who were on the edge of mainstream and 
subculture. Knowing and enjoying the music of the Kingston Trio did not mean a youth was 
communist and also did not mean they were totally selling out into the mainstream since it was 
still part of the folk subculture.

Play: Tom Dooley

Unlike the performers who had personal connections to Tom Dooley, the Kingston Trio transform 
the song into their own context. They were polished entertainers who picked up a folk source 
and found that being labeled as a folk group offered monetary rewards. 

Moreover, they seemed utterly unconcerned with authenticity as they shorten the song’s story 
and delivered what was left in a polished, well-modulated vocal style that utterly effaced its 
Appalachian origins. The group had little in common with the more committed Greenwich Village 
folk devotees. 

Whereas the Greenwich village folkies hovered on the edge of bohemia, the trio committed the 
unpardonable sin of dressing in uniform or at least matching creased, pinstriped shirts that 
might as well have been uniforms. According to Time magazine the trio was a “slick combination 
of near-perfect close harmony and light blue humor”

According to Kingston trio member, Bob Shane:
A guy from Capitol Records came to us with a large bonus cheque and he handed
it to us and said, “Here, you’re folk singers.” And almost in unison we said, “You
bet your ass we are.” It was the biggest cheque I’d ever seen in my life up to that
point. So that’s how we became folk singers.



Thus the group never faked a personal connection to the song. Instead they were part of the 
revival of folk music that mediated an encounter with popular sensibilities to be successful in the 
mainstream.

They made the popularity of folk music possible by stripping of its past while also igniting a 
revival that lead to the debates, contradictions, and some unexpected humor…

The next and final installment of this mini-series will continue with the Kingston Trio’s popular 
folk style and commercialization created a opportunity for some humorous parody. Stay tuned.

The Humor and Parodies of American Folk Music: Tom Dooley in its “virgin form”

Welcome to the fourth and last installment on a mini-series of the American folk song, “Tom 
Dooley.” As the tensions and contradictions of folk music becoming commercialized and 
mainstream became a heated debate, many found them them to be petty and somewhat 
ridiculous. In this installment we will encounter some humor and parody that came as a result of 
the folk revival debates that resulted in musicians being called fakelore, poplore, or just plain 
bad.

According to Robert Cantwell, after the release of “Tom Dooley” by the Kingston Trio in 1958, 
folksongs, and original songs conceived and performed as such enjoyed an unprecedented 
commercial popularity, inspiring thousands of young middle-class men and women to learn 
songs and accompany themselves on folk instruments. The young middle-class Americans also 
began to search for authentic folk musicians and attempted to acquire sensibilities compatible 
with the rural, ethnic, proletarian, and other marginal cultures to whom the folksong was 
supposed to belong to. 

Play: Tom Dooley

This lead to many already commercially recorded genres such as blues, oldtime, bluegrass, 
early jazz and swing, jugband, and country western to be regarded as folk music. This was the 
postwar folk revival, a moment of obscurity after the war that opened the immense resources of 
folksong to the young where they were able to make it their own. 

Play: excerpts of early Blues, bluegrass, and jazz

However older folk collectors, performers, scholars, and purists were not having it when many 
Americans started performing folk music in their own style.

Play: Peter, Paul, and Mary excerpt

Alan Lomax, a folk song collector who recorded countless singers and musicians around the US 
in the 1930s, published a famous article in Sing Out! magazine in 1959. In the article he 
criticized the city youngsters which he referred to as folkniks to be stripping the folksongs of 
their origins and context as they do not have the experience or pain to executed a nuanced 
performance. 



In response, John Cohen also had an article published in the same issue of Sing Out!. He wrote 
a defense for the city folksingers. He points out the Lomax misunderstood the term folknik, 
which Israel Young coined as a less than complimentary characterization of annoying people on 
the fringes of folksong world. Cohen proposes the term city-billy, as the city folks appreciate folk 
music and argues that they too develop a emotional connection and intensity when learning and 
performing folksongs. 

The folk revival sparked many debates of who, how, and why folk music should be performed. 
As a result many found the claims to be ridiculous and at times humorous. 

Play: Smothers Brothers 

The Smothers Brothers were American musicians and comedians who were known for their 
performances of folk songs which would often lead to humorous and entertaining arguments. 
They performed a parody of “Tom Dooley” that indirectly comments the on debates of 
authenticity and commercialism. 

Play: talk before performance of “Tom Dooley” by the Smothers Brothers
[“We’d like to do an original song that my brother wrote. We only performed it
three times and it was stolen by another commercial crass group… and they put it on 
one of the major record companies… sold over three million records.
Every time we perform this song we get ridiculed… and persecuted.”]

The brothers present a satirical argument that they have the original, pure version of “Tom 
Dooley”. Yet everyone in the audience is familiar with the Kingston Trio’s recording so not only 
did the brothers not write it… the trio did not steal it. The song is a folksong that has been 
shared since the late 19th century. They even over exaggerate their claim by using the word 
virgin. Yet many know there is no such thing as original or virgin editions as folk songs are 
carried through generations in various guises and forms.

As the folk revival debates were open to parody, director Christopher Guest, decided to produce 
the mockumentary where three eclectic folk bands that are definitely modeled after some of the 
major folk revival bands. In the movie the bands come together for the first time in decades 
following the death of their manager to put on an reunion concert in his honor. As a result 
debates from the folk revival pop up as the bands bicker over songs, sound, style, and costume. 

Similar to the Smothers Brothers parody performance of “Tom Dooley” where they asserted they 
had the original version. A scene from A Mighty Wind reveals the reaction of the Folksmen when 
they hear The New Main Street Singers singing one of their songs. 
 
Play: A Mighty Wind

The 2003 mock-umentary on American folk music continuously satirizes the
commercialization and commodification of the folk revival. None of the groups are safe
from being the butt of the joke as each fell into a trap of being commercial clones who
put on performances of overly romanticized pseudo-balladry. The groups still attempted
to define their opposing stances on the folk debate. However, they ended up 
contradicting themselves, falling back into the commercial hole they tried climbing out 
of.



Play: A Mighty Wind

Of course it is ridiculous that the Folksmen are clueless how The New Main Street Singers knew 
the same folksong as folk songs are often widely circulated and available through books, 
recordings, and living people. Here the critiques of bubble gum come up… as The New Main 
Street Singers include dramatic dynamic changes and smooth harmonies typical of the groups 
who were deemed pop-lore.

Many folk musicians and audiences enjoyed the film with the only critique being that it
was not funny enough. It did not need to include more serious topics of the debate
including politics and race because it is only meant to provide a one-dimensional view of
the folk phenomena. Thus it helps us think about the history of the folk revival on lighter
terms and within the context of its modernity and commercialism.

The parodies participate in what Roland Barthes called operation margarine. It reveals the 
pettiness, injustices, and natural imperfection of the folk revival to save it from being discounted. 
Thus humor and parody was a result of folk music revival of the postwar era and offers a look 
into the tensions and contradictions that arose around debates of authenticity. 

Thanks for listening to this podcast mini-series on the American folk song, “Tom Dooley.” 


